
1       EXPEDITED PERMIT PROCESS FOR PV SYSTEMS 

PERMIT APPLICATION FOR SMALL-SCALE PV SYSTEMS 

THIS DEPARTMENT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS BY CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERS, OR OTHER DESIGN 
PROFESSIONALS ON DESIGN OR COUNTY CODE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS PROJECT.  APPROVAL IS SUBJECT TO FINAL FIELD 
INSPECTIONS AND ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES.  EVERY EFFORT WAS MADE TO VERIFY CODE COMPLIANCE 
HOWEVER, THIS DOES NOT RELIEVE THE OWNER/TENANT OF THE RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLY WITH ITEMS MISSED OR 
UNKNOWN TO THE REVIEWER, AS REFERENCED IN TITLE 25-2-38.1, O.C.G.A.

Structural Review of PV Array Mounting System 

Is the array to be mounted on a defined, permitted roof structure? □ Yes □ No

If No due to non-compliant roof or a ground mount, submit completed worksheet for the structure WKS1. 

Roof Information: 

1. Is the roofing type lightweight (Yes = composition, lightweight masonry, metal, etc…)
__________________________________________________________________________

If No, submit completed worksheet for roof structure WKS1 (No = heavy masonry, slate, etc…). 

2. Does the roof have a single roof covering? □ Yes □ No

If No, submit completed worksheet for roof structure WKS1. 

3. Provide method and type of weatherproofing roof penetrations (e.g. flashing, caulk).
_________________________________________________________________________

Mounting System Information: 

1. Is the mounting structure an engineered product designed to mount PV modules with no more

than an 18’’ gap beneath the module frames? □ Yes □ No

If No, provide details of structural attachment certified by a design professional. 

2. For manufactured mounting systems, fill out information on the mounting system below:
a. Mounting System Manufacturer __________________________________________

Product Name and Model# ______________________________________________
b. Total Weight of PV Modules and Rails ___________lbs
c. Total Number of Attachment Points____________
d. Weight per Attachment Point (b÷c)_________________lbs (if greater than 45 lbs, see

WKS1)
e. Maximum Spacing Between Attachment Points on a Rail ______________inches (see

product manual for maximum spacing allowed based on maximum design wind speed)
f. Total Surface Area of PV Modules (square feet)_________________ ft2 

g. Distributed Weight of PV Module on Roof (b÷f)_______________ lbs/ft2 

If distributed weight of the PV system is greater than 5 lbs/ft2, see WKS1.
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Snow and Wind Information (if required):  

1. What is the ground snow load at the system location?
_________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is the designed wind load of the system?
_________________________________________________________________________________

3. For rooftop systems, does the top chord have sufficient capacity to hold point loads produced
by the ground snow and wind loads combined with the dead loads of the system and the

roofing material?  □Yes  □No
4. What is the excess capacity remaining in the top chord taking into consideration dead loads

and wind and snow point loads?
_________________________________________________________________________________

5. Express the excess capacity as a percentage of the IRC live load requirements (20 psf):
_________________________________________________________________________________

If the percentage is less than 100, please refer to WKS1 

Additional Information Which is Required for Permit: 

1. Site plan showing location of major components on the property. This drawing need not be
exactly to scale, but it should represent relative location of components at site.

2. Specification sheets and installation manuals (if available) for all manufactured components
including, but not limited to, PV modules, and mounting system.
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PERMIT APPLICATION FORM ----  

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS AND EXPLANATION 

1. Is the array to be mounted on a defined, permitted roof structure? □ Yes □ No
(structure meets modern codes)

If No, submit completed worksheet for roof structure WKS1. 

Explanation: The reference to a defined, permitted roof structure refers to structures that have a clear inspection 
history so that verification of structural elements is unnecessary. If structural modifications have been made due to 
remodeling, those changes should be documented through the permit and review process. It also recognizes the fact 
that code enforcement for roof structural elements has been much more consistent across the United States in the last 
35 years. However, there may be many local jurisdictions who have been carefully reviewing roof structures for a 
much longer period of time. The local jurisdiction should consider extending this limit based on the period that roofs 
have been consistently inspected. In areas where jurisdictional reviews have not extended 35 years into the past, the 
jurisdiction may need to get the information from WKS1 to be sure whether or not the proposed PV system is being 
installed on a typical roof structure or not. 

Roof Information: 

1. Is the roofing type lightweight (Yes = composition, lightweight masonry, metal, wood
shake, etc.)_____________

If No, submit completed worksheet for roof structure WKS1 (No = heavy masonry, slate, etc.). 

Explanation: There is a need to distinguish if a roof has a lightweight product. Roof structures supporting heavier 
roofing materials (e.g. slate, heavy masonry) may not have the assumed dead loading and live loading capacities that 
are found with lighter weight roofing materials. These are much less common roof types and often justify a further 
review to clarify whether the roof structure is either in compliance or needs enhancement. 

2. If a composition shingle roof, does the roof have a single roof covering? □ Yes □ No
If No, submit completed worksheet for roof structure WKS1.

Explanation: Multiple composition roof layers may be taking a portion or all of the assumed additional weight 
allowance found in the 5 lbs/ft2 allowance at the end of the mounting system section. 

3. Provide method and type of weatherproofing roof penetrations (e.g. flashing,
caulk.)________

Explanation: The weatherproofing method needs to be specifically identified so that plan checkers and field 
inspectors are notified ahead of time of the method being used. Some jurisdictions may constrain weatherproofing 
methods and materials. Sealant information should confirm that the product is compatible with the roofing material. 
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Mounting System Information: 

1. Is the mounting structure an engineered product designed to mount PV modules with

no more than an 18’’ gap beneath the module frames? □ Yes □ No

If No, provide details of structural attachment certified by a design professional. 

Explanation: Non-engineered racking systems have undefined capabilities. PV systems should only be mounted 
using systems that are engineered and designed for that purpose. Structural loading of a roof is more complex 
when modules are angled more than 18” above the roof surface. For simplicity, this process has been limited to PV 
arrays that are mounted parallel to the roof surface or angled with no more than an 18” gap between the module 
frame and the roof surface. If an installer chooses to mount the PV modules with a larger gap or if they use a 
mounting system of unique design, then the mounting design would require a review by a design professional. 

2. For manufactured mounting systems, fill out information on the mounting system
below:
a. Mounting System Manufacturer ___________Product Name and

Model#_____________ (self explanatory)
b. Total Weight of PV Modules and Rails ___________lbs (include total weight of all

hardware used along with module weight)
c. Total Number of Attachment Points____________(self-explanatory)
d. Weight per Attachment Point (b÷c)_________________lbs (if greater than 45 lbs,

see WKS1)

Explanation: 45 lbs has been used by some jurisdictions as a reasonable level below which point loading
of roof joists and trusses can be ignored. Most standard mounting systems have point loadings of 25-35 lbs
per attachment.

e. Maximum Spacing Between Attachment Points on a Rail _____________inches
(see product manual for maximum spacing allowed based on wind loading)

Explanation: Depending on the wind loading requirements of a particular jurisdiction, the spacing or
attachments may be dictated by the manufacturer’s directions. For instance, a particular manufacturer may
allow a 72” attachment spacing for a 90 MPH windspeed design, but the spacing reduces to a maximum of
48” when the design windspeed exceeds 100 MPH.

f. Total Surface Area of PV Modules (square feet)_________________ ft2 

Explanation: Take the surface area of a single module, and multiply it by the total number of modules
in the roof-mounted system.

g. Distributed Weight of PV System on Roof (b÷f)_______________ lbs/ft2 

If distributed weight of the PV system is greater than 5 lbs/ft2, see WKS1. 

Explanation: The 5 lbs/ft2 limit is based on two things: 1) the roof is typical of standard code-compliant roof 
structures so that the structure either has the proper spans and spacing, or proper use of engineered trusses 
(first item under “Step 1: Structural Review”); and, 2) there is a single layer of roofing so that the normal 
weight allowance for additional roof layers is unused and available for the weight of the PV system. For 
applications on lightweight masonry roofing materials and other lightweight roofing products (e.g. metal, 
shake, etc.), these materials do not accept multiple layers and therefore the 5 lbs/ft2 allowance is used to 
identify the maximum allowable additional weight for roofs that are exchanging the allowable live load for a 
dead load that prevents live load such as people walking on the roof. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL STRUCTURAL WORKSHEET  

FOR NON-STANDARD SYSTEMS 

Structure Worksheet—WKS1 

If array is roof mounted 

This section is for evaluating roof structural members that are site built. This includes rafter 
systems and site built trusses. Manufactured truss and roof joist systems, when installed with 
proper spacing, meet the roof structure requirements covered in item 2 below. 

1. Roof construction: □ Rafters □ Trusses □ Other: ________________________________

2. Describe site-built rafter or or site-built truss system.
a. Rafter Size: ___ x ___ inches
b. Rafter Spacing: ________ inches
c. Maximum unsupported span: _____ feet, _____ inches
d. Are the rafters over-spanned? (see the IRC span tables on pages 9-10 .)

□ Yes □ No

e. If Yes, complete the rest of this section.

3. If the roof system has
a. over-spanned rafters or trusses,
b. the array over 5 lbs/ft2 on any roof construction, or
c. the attachments with a dead load exceeding 45 lbs per attachment;

It is recommended that you provide one of the following: 
i. A framing plan that shows details for how you will strengthen the rafters

using the supplied span tables in B.2.
ii. Confirmation certified by a design professional that the roof structure

will support the array.

If array is ground mounted: 

1. Show array supports, framing members, and foundation posts and footings.

2. Provide information on mounting structure(s) construction. If the mounting structure is
unfamiliar to the local jurisdiction and is more than six (6) feet above grade, it may
require engineering calculations certified by a design professional.

3. Show detail on module attachment method to mounting structure.
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SPAN TABLES 

A framing plan is required only if the combined weight of the PV array exceeds 5 pounds per 
square foot (PSF or lbs/ft2) or the existing rafters are over-spanned. Use the 2012 
International Residential Code (IRC)to determine if the rafters are over-spanned.  Note:  Joist 
tables for southern yellow pine have been added to the Georgia State Minimum Codes revised 
January 1, 2015.   See http://www.dca.state.ga.us/development/constructioncodes/programs/
documents/IRC_Amendments_2015_effective.pdf

Use appropriate amended span table Span Table as found in R802.5.1 generally.

Use the conventional light-weight dead load table when the existing roofing materials are wood 
shake, wood shingle, composition shingle, or light-weight tile. (The rationale for allowing these 
tables to be used is that the installation of a PV system should be considered as part of the live 
load, since additional loading will not be added to the section of the roof where a PV array is 
installed.) 

Where heavy roofing systems exist (e.g. clay tile or heavy concrete tile roofs), use the 20 lbs/ft2 

dead load tables. 
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